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ReadyLIFT’s 2" SST Lift Kit for 2019-2023 Toyota RAV4 vehicles has been a huge 
success so the engineers borrowed key elements of the standard kit to create a 
unique kit fitting the popular TRD and Adventure Edition models. The RAV4 has 
become a choice for adventure enthusiasts who not only want a great riding vehicle 
on the road, but demand one that is also more capable in off-road environments. 
Using our popular offset spacer lift technology developed in our extensive CUV line of 
products, engineers recently completed a new RAV4 lift solution increasing ground 
clearance and allowing for larger tires including a P245 tire. This kit is completely 
bolt-on and requires no permanent vehicle modifications, installs in half the time of 
other kits, and retains the factory camber/caster for ideal alignment courtesy of our 
unique offset spacer design. This new Toyota RAV4 TRD/Adventure SST Lift Kit 
maintains the factory ride while accommodating up to a 245/65-17 tire on a 17x8 
wheel with a +35 to +38 mm offset (may require minor trimming depending on the tire 
brand and tread design.) 

Features & Benefits: 

• Works with factory lifted RAV4 TRD and Adventure Edition 

• Offset designed fabricated heavy-duty steel plate top mount strut extensions to 
maintain factory alignment geometry. 

• Tested and approved to work with Toyota Safety Sense*  

• Allows for up to a 245/65-17 tire on 17x8 wheel with +35 to +38 mm offset. 

69-59210 - 2019-2023 Toyota Rav4 TRD/Adventure 2.0'' SST Lift Kit 

NEW PRODUCTS

69-59210

VEHICLE: 2019-23 TOYOTA RAV4 TRD                      
   & ADVENTURE EDITION
LIFT TYPE: SST LIFT KIT
LIFT HEIGHT: 2” 
MAX TIRE SIZE: 245/65 R17
WHEEL WIDTH: 8”
WHEEL OFFSET: +25-28
PART NUMBER: 69-59210

*If the vehicle is equipped with active or passive safety/collision monitoring and/or avoidance 
systems including, but not limited to, camera- or radar-based systems, check, adjust, and calibrate 
the vehicle’s systems for proper aim and function. 


